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Introduction to the Student
How to Take a Reading Comprehension Test
Taking a reading comprehension test does not have to be a stressful event. The
following tips and methods can be used to make your test-taking efforts more
effective and your results more accurate.
FOCUS:

When you read a comprehension passage, you should try to identify the following:
 main idea  author’s attitude or tone  author’s purpose
Many comprehension questions focus on your ability to determine what the
author is trying to say and why he or she is saying it. Think about whether the
author is biased: does he or she support, criticize, or remain objective about the
subject? What clues show the author’s attitude?
While you read, you should imagine yourself as the test writer.
 Which pieces of information do you think are important?
 Is the passage about a person or a group of people?
 What is that person’s or group’s message to the world?
 What questions would you write about the passage?
When you come across a point that stands out, make a mental note of it. Ask
yourself why the author included it. Information that seems to have a special
purpose often shows up in the questions.
TIPS:

In order to determine an author’s attitude toward the subject, look for emotionally charged words, such as tragically, sadly, unfortunately, surprisingly, amazingly, justly, etc. These words indicate an author’s bias—whether the author
sides with or against the subject of the passage. Simple words tell you a lot
about the author’s feelings.
Frequently, you are asked to identify the main idea of a passage. These types
of questions do not always use the words main idea. They may ask for the most
appropriate title or the statement with which the author would most likely
agree or disagree. Pick the answer that is true for the entire passage. If no
choice relates to the entire selection, choose the answer that is supported by
most of the passage.
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You will also encounter questions that ask you to define a word or find the
most appropriate synonym. These questions check your ability to use context
clues, not your vocabulary knowledge. Sometimes, you will find more than one
seemingly correct answer, but when you look at the word as it is used in the
paragraph, you can choose the best synonym for the situation.
Some questions are open-ended and require you to write an answer. You
must write two-to-four complete sentences to answer these types of questions.
The person who scores your answer will look for you to explain yourself, so be
sure to support your opinion with details from the passage.
Finally, when it comes to taking timed tests, many people feel pressured
to race through the work so that they complete all of it. Remember, though,
that careful reading cannot be rushed. So, what can you do? When you cannot decide the answer to a question, skip it and come back to it after you have
answered the rest of the questions for that passage. You may even find the
answer when you are working on other questions. If you still cannot answer
it, make your best guess and move on, rather than spend too much time trying
to figure out one question, leaving yourself insufficient time to answer the rest
accurately.
Some people suggest reading the questions before you read the passage so
that you know what information you need. If this works for you, that is terrific!
For many people, however, this uses valuable time and results in too much information to remember. This breaks their concentration, and they cannot focus
on what they read. If you cannot focus on both the questions and the reading
at one time, read the passage first, concentrating on what you read. If you need
to look back at the passage to answer the questions, go ahead and do so. The
point to be made here is that you should work in a manner that is comfortable
for you. When you find a technique that works for you, use it!
REMEMBER THESE THREE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT POINTS:
1. Read the directions and questions carefully!
	Look for tricky words, such as not, always, true, opposite, etc. These words
greatly affect the answer to the question.
2. If you cannot remember what you just read, read it again, and pay attention to it!
3. Always read all the answer choices!
You may choose the wrong answer and miss the correct one entirely if you
stop reading once you think you have found the answer. There may be a better choice farther down the list, and you will miss it if you do not read it.
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Model Passage

Model Passage
The following model passage demonstrates effective use of the reading tips and
strategies. You will see that there are underlined words and phrases in the passage
and notes in the margins. The notes in the margins refer to the underlined portions
of the passage and serve as examples of the way you should think about the passage.
These notes include questions you should ask yourself or comments you should
make to yourself as you read.
The Railroads Connect
1

This passage will
be about the
disorder of the
“Wedding of the
Rails” celebration.

On May 10, 1869, the Transcontinental Railroad was finally
connected after years of hard work and confusion, but the
celebration of the “Wedding of the Rails” was plagued by
disorder and misunderstanding.1

2

What are the
funny errors?

3

The points are
organized. The
word first tells
me to look for
second, etc. Look
for next and
finally.

4

Wow, that is only
six days before
the ceremony.

5

Wow, $400 of
his own gold!
Why? What kind
of question will
the test ask about
this?

6

I should look at
the context of
these boldfaced
words. What do
they mean?

7

Those spikes were
just dropped in
the holes!

8

This was a huge
event if the
telegraph was
going to relay the
sound.

Of course, the real story is a comedy of errors.2 First3 the
actual location of the event was Promontory Summit, Utah,
but since this was not on the map, the press reported that
it occurred at Promontory Point; therefore, postcards,
souvenirs, and even textbooks to this day bear the name of the
incorrect location. Second, on May 4, 1869,4 the president of
the Central Pacific Railroad, Leland Stanford, revealed to his
friend, David Hewes, that no commemorative item had been
made for the event. Upset by this fact, Hewes attempted to
have a solid gold rail made, but after failing to find someone
to finance it, he had $400 worth of his own gold melted and
cast5 as the “Golden Spike,” which was then engraved6 for the
occasion. Three other spikes were also made for the event.
The next problem arose when the event had to be postponed
because disgruntled6 workers and poor weather conditions
delayed the arrival of officials from the Union Pacific
Railroad. Finally, on May 10, 1869, the officials from both
the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific railroads convened
for the celebration. A special laurelwood railroad tie was laid
in place at the junction, and the specially-made spikes were
dropped into pre-drilled holes. Not one of them was actually
hammered into place.7 Then, the laurelwood tie and spikes
were replaced with a standard tie and regular iron spikes. The
last spike and the hammer were connected to the telegraph
line so that the entire nation could hear8 the “Wedding of the
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The name of
the event is
mentioned again.
This must be
important.

10

That is funny—
after all of
the problems,
the important
people who were
supposed to
hammer the spike
could not do it.

11

That is funny,
too. I cannot
believe no one
showed up. It
seems as if no
one cared.

7

Rails.”9 The sound of the hammer hitting the spike would
then travel across the country through the telegraph line.
Leland Stanford was given the first swing, but he missed10 the
spike and hit the wooden tie. Thomas Durant, vice president
of the Union Pacific Railroad, swung at the spike, but missed
entirely. In the end, a railroad employee hammered in the
final tie,10 and the telegraph operator sent the message to the
country: “D-O-N-E.”
Not so surprisingly, when the fiftieth anniversary celebration
was scheduled, not one person showed up.11 Maybe they all
went to Promontory Point.

1. Which of the following best states the author’s purpose?
		 A. to make fun of the Transcontinental Railroad
		 B. to make an accurate portrayal of an important event in railroad history
		 C. to explain the importance of the Golden Spike
		 D. to describe how history books sometimes contain incorrect information

(B) The author accurately describes the confusion and mishaps surrounding the
“Wedding of the Rails” celebration. All other answer choices are merely supporting points in the passage.

2. Which of the following would be the best title for this passage?
		 A. The Golden Spike Disaster
		 B. Where the Railroads Meet
		 C. Leland Stanford’s Spike
		 D. The Wedding of the Rails

(D) The passage is about the entire “Wedding of the Rails” ceremony. After all,
the ceremony’s title is mentioned twice in the passage, making it significant
information appropriate for the title. Although the event was riddled with
errors, it would not be considered a disaster. Finally, the passage does not focus
solely on Leland Stanford’s spike or where the event occurred.
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Model Passage

3. Which of the following did not lend to the confusion on May 10, 1869?
		 A. the telegraph operator
		 B. poor weather conditions
		 C. last-minute planning
		 D. uncertainty about the location

(A) The telegraph operator does not make any errors. The poor weather postponed
officials; last minute planning required a friend to donate his own gold for the
commemorative spike; uncertainty about the location led to incorrect information.

4. As used in the passage, the word engraved most nearly means
		 A. molded.
		 B. decorated.
		 C. transported.
		 D. purchased.

(B) If the spike was engraved for the occasion, it must have been decorated to show
its commemorative purpose. Molded is not the answer because the passage
already stated that the gold was melted and cast. Although the spike would
have to be transported, the context is discussing the making of the spike, not the
shipping of the spike. Finally, the gold was already purchased since it belonged
to Hewes.

5. Based on the information provided in the passage, what can you infer is the reason
for David Hewes’s melting his own gold to make the spike?
		 A. He was angry that no one would help him.
		 B. He wanted to become famous for his contribution to the Transcontinental

			 Railroad.
		 C. He could find no one willing to pay for or donate the gold.
		 D. He had more gold than he needed, so he was willing to give some away.

(C) Hewes tried to find someone to finance a rail but was unsuccessful. Had he
found someone willing to pay or donate at least something, then he would not
have had to use his own resources. Since he looked for someone to finance a
golden rail instead of financing it himself, we can infer that he did not have an
overabundance of gold. There are no clues to imply he was searching for fame.
Finally, the passage states that he was upset that there was no item made to
commemorate the event, but makes no mention of his being angry at finding no
one willing to help.
Practice Makes Perfect
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6. Answer the following question using complete sentences:
Why does the author call the “Wedding of the Rails” a “comedy of errors”?

The event is humorous because it was a major celebration of the uniting of the
country’s rails, which was a massive undertaking, and everything that could go
wrong did. Railroad officials arrived late because their workers were unhappy, the
commemorative spike was not even hammered in, and a railroad employee, not any
of the officials who organized the celebration, completed the actual connection of the
rails. As a final taunt, no one showed up for the fiftieth anniversary celebration.
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1 0 	N o b e l ’ s I n t e n t i o n s

DIRECTIONS:

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow it.

Nobel’s Intentions
W

Nobel Prize is one of
the greatest honors a person can
earn for his or her work. Alfred Nobel
established the Nobel Prize in 1895,
through a fund in his will. Nobel was
a Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite for its beneficial purposes. When he saw people
using dynamite for war, he
was deeply saddened. He
then decided to use his
fortune to reward people
who worked for peace
and the good of mankind.
Individuals and organizations receive nominations for this award based on
their contributions to society. Awards
are presented in each of the following fields: economics, physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine, peace,
and literature. Every year, between
100 and 250 nominees are chosen for
each prize. Any living person, of any
nationality, can be nominated for the
Nobel Prize. However, only people
within certain organizations are allowed
to make nominations, and individuals may not nominate themselves. The
Nobel institutions do not announce
nominees, and then, the nominee
inning the

records are sealed for fifty years.
Since 1901, 776 Nobel Prizes have
been awarded. The award may be shared
by up to three people or given to an organization. Some famous Nobel Prize
winners include: President Theodore Roosevelt (1906), Martin
Luther King, Jr. (1964), and
Mother Teresa of Calcutta
(1979).
The Nobel Prize
award ceremony is
held in the Stockholm
Concert Hall in Sweden and the Oslo City
Hall in Norway. The ceremonies take place every year
on the anniversary of Alfred Nobel’s
death: December 10th. Those who win
the prize receive a gold medal, a diploma, and money. Today, the prize
money amounts to approximately 1.3
million U.S. dollars per award. With
this amount of money, many winners
retire (if they have not done so already)
or make donations to good causes.
However, Alfred Nobel intended the
money to be used as funding, so the
winner could continue his or her work
and research for the benefit of society.
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Q U E S T I O N S
1. Which one of the following statements is true?
		 A. Anyone can make a nomination for a Nobel Prize.
		 B. The award ceremony is held in the Stockholm Concert Hall in Sweden.
		 C. Alfred Nobel invented dynamite to help his country win a war.
		 D. Any living person can be nominated for a Nobel Prize.
2. Which of the following best states the author’s purpose?
		 A. to show how people who work to benefit society are never recognized
		 B. to explain the significance of the Nobel Prize
		 C. to show how the Nobel Prize is only awarded to famous people
		 D. to show how people’s intentions are never followed
3. As used in the passage, the word intended most nearly means
		 A. designed.
		 B. followed.
		 C. forced.
		 D. invented.
4. Which of the following statements best describes the reason for the last
paragraph?
		 A. It tells when Alfred Nobel died.
		 B. It mentions some famous Nobel Prize winners.
		 C. It gives the details of the ceremony and the award.
		 D. It defines the word intended.
5. Which statement best describes the creation of the Nobel Prize?
		 A. The Nobel Prize was created by famous people who wanted to recognize

			

others in their fields of study.

		 B. The Nobel Prize was created to recognize people who help society.
		 C. The Nobel Prize was created to bring more people into the fields of science

			

and technology.

		 D. The Nobel Prize was created to show how good inventions could be used

			

for the wrong purposes.

6. Answer the following question using complete sentences:
		 Why might the nominee records of the Nobel Prize be sealed for fifty years?
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